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ABSTRACT? 
In this paper we derive the optimum linear algorithm for 
the separation by an array of a given number of 
cyclostationary signals of the type encountered in digital 
communications. Spatially and temporally uncorrelated 
noise is considered at the input to each sensor. I t  is proved 
that the optimum signal separator can be expressed as a 
matrix transfer function in the z-domain . I t  is intended 
that this algorithm be used as a benchmark to test the 
performance of adaptive schemes. Therefore, bounds on the 
noise estimation covariance are obtained assuming perfect 
knowledge of the number of sources as well as or their 
timing and DOA. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The issue of separating digital communication signals 
(pseudo-random sequences that linearly modulate a shaping 
pulse) impinging on an array is examined under the scope 
of this paper. It is the purpose of this work to establish 
the fundamental performance bounds of any linear 
algorithm applied to the separation of the given signals. 
For the derivation of the optimum linear algorithm, we 
assume complete knowledge of all relevant parameters. It 
is understood than in practice, not all relevant information 
will be available and performance will be worse. In this 
way, we will be able to analyze any adaptive algorithm by 
comparing its performance with the bounds obtained in 
this paper. The main application intended for the results 
herein developed is performance analysis of source 
separation in multiple access communication systems. For 
the particular case of CDMA (Code Division Multiple 
Access) systems, each user modulates data on a pseudo- 
random sequence. When these signals are collccted by an 
array and filtered, interference due to other users in the 
channel appears at the output of the filter matched to each 
user sequence (note that in the case or asynchronous 
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access, complete orthogonality between all the user 
spreading codes cannot be guaranteed for all possible inter- 
user delays and hence multiaccess interference will always 
be present. Beamforming only will not succeed in 
separating each user as we may have that the number of 
users exceeds that of sensors). The assumption that the 
interference from other users adds up to white noise by the 
Central Limit Theorem is not valid as the user energy 
distribution may be far from uniformtt. Under these 
conditions, it is not unlikely that a very strong user can 
mask other weaker users. Therefore, the typical AWGN 
matched filter will not be optimum [l], [21. 
Let us define the signal transmitted by each user in the 
following way: 
where Ak = [ ak(m), -m <m< +m ] constitutes the pseudo- 
random sequence transmitted by each source in a total of 
M sources indexed by k. We have denoted the inter-user 
delays as the set (&k, 1-M ). The set of pulselets P = 
[ pk(n-mN), --<m<+-,l<klM) constitutes the support of 
the information transmitted by each user. Note that 
synchronization information is implicit in this set. 
Knowledge of P will be assumed throughout. These 
signals will be collected by an array, not necessarily 
linear. For the problem of interest we will assume that the 
narrow-band assumption is valid. Therefore, the signals 
received by each of the L sensors can be expressed as, 
(2) 14SL 
t t  This is rclated to the Lindberg condition For the Central 
Limit Theorem. The limit distribution of the arithmetic mean 
of N random variables will approach a gaussian if the 
summation over thc variances of the respective random 
variables diverges. This wil l  not be the case when USCT 
energies are very dissimilar. 
The set R = [ ri(n), 1 2 I S L 1 constitutcs the available L 
data sequences of the array from which the user symlx)ls in 
I%k have to be estimated and W = (wi(n), 1 Si< L 1 are thc 
interfering AWGN sequences. Ski denote the components 
of the steering vector associated to each user. The 
components of the steering matrix S can be cxpresscd in 
te.rms of the steering vectors of cach user as, 
with e k l  the wavcfront phase shilts of every sequence 
impinging on the array. We can now group the scnsor 
signals ri(n) and wj(n) in Eq.2 into the vectors r(n) and 
w(n), and the symbol sequences LIk(n:l and the pulscs Pk(n) 
in Eq. I into the vectors a(n) and p(n). This permits us to 
express r(n) in terms of a(n) in vcry compact notation, 
whcre * denotes the Schur product (componcnt-wisc) 
bctwcen rectangular matriccs. The noise process w,(n) is 
considered temporally and spatially uncorrclatcd, with 
E(w(n)wH(m)] =I&,,. 
The optimum linear algorithm lor the separation of M 
signals of thc type dcfiricd in Eq 1 will  be dcrivcd on a 
last  square error critcrion and its pdirrnancc cvaluntcd. A 
Iundamental condition to makc separation possible is that 
the sequences in IP he lincarly iiidcpcritlcnt. 1t is guarantccd 
in  this way that the information 0 1  each user can hc 
recovered by incans of ;I lincar algorilhm. Just view cach 
sequence in B as a vcctor whose con-iponcnt is pr 
user's symbol at a given time. 
Advantage is taken hotti from decorrelation in thc spatial 
(index i in Eq 2) and in the Limc (indcx n i n  Eq. 1) 
domain. In this scnsc, a number of signals which is largcr 
than thc dimension of the obscrvation vector (equal to the 
number of sensors i f  we are considcring an array), h4 2 I., 
can be cxtractcd froni the availablc data. That is, although 
lor this case separation cannot be xhicved with spntiiil 
processing only, [hc lBct that cach uscr has bccii assigned a 
different wavcform pcrniiL7 some temporal pist-prtxcssing 
that guiuantws rc.liable scparatiori. 
The structure of the stccring matrix hcxs heavily o n  thc 
capability of the system to separate all signals. I t  can hc 
shown that bcttcr tlccorrclation may be achicvctl among 
ttic involved signals dcpcnding o n  how orthogonal the 
columns of thc steering matrix arc. 'Thc orthogonality or 
the lincar indcpcndcncc among the cnluinns of the stccring 
matrix S is quantificd by thc rclativc magnitude (will1 
rcspccr to the diagonal elements) o l  thc off-diagonal 
components t i l  [he associatctl Gminniian matrix St's. 
In gcncral, a non-zci-o corrc.lati't)n among signals, 
temporally a n d  spatially, leads to a dccrcascd pcrforrnancc 
ii i  thc scparatiori niipahility o f  thc optimum algorithm. 
This can bc cxplaincd in terms of thc equivalence between 
cross-corrclation and partial superposition of the subspaces 
associated to each particular signal. In the limiting case 
when the cross-correlation between two of the signals 
attains its maximum value, the associatcd subspaces have 
become parallel and the separation problem is rank- 
defficient. That is, there is no way of linearly recovering 
cach of those two signals unless some side information is 
availablc. 
2. ALGORITHM DERIVATION 
The optimization critcrion is defined ils the minimization 
of the statistical expectation of the following error norm, 
L = E{ej'(n)e,(n)} , e , ( n )  = r(n)- r,(n) 
( 5 )  
with r denoting the vcctor of signals reccved ;it each sensor 
at a givcn time and r, the cstimatc of thc noiseless signal. 
For thc minimization OIL,  we will take a finitc record and 
thcn let its lcngth N' go to infinity, 
For minimization of this expression we takc derivativcs 
with rcspcct to aH(m')  and cquatc to zero, 
Using some propcrtics of the Schur productt and Eq 4 to 
obtain a modcl for ra, the derivative term anti  r, can bc 
cxpandctl into Eq. 7 to yield, 
I)(") = c diag(pti(n - m'N))S"r(n) 
The sequence b(m' ) in Eq. 7 constitutes a set of sufficient 
statistics for the estimation of the user symbols. If we 
rccast b ( m ' )  in Itic following form, we can scc that b ( m ' )  
is obtained by passing through a matched filter the 
scqucncc rcsulting frorii the scalar multiplication of thc. 
vcctor of input sensor signals by the steering vector of 
cach uscr, 
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Continuing with Eq.8, the right-hand side term can be 
simplified as follows, 
c diag(pH(n-m'N))SHSz p(n - ")* a(m) 
=C m a ( m ) C J p * ( n -  m'N)p''(n - ~N))*(s"s )  
(10) 
In its final form, we have that the sequence of sufficient 
statistics b(m' ) is related to the sequence of user symbol 
estimates a(" ) by way of the following cross-correlation 
matrices, 
b(m') = = C,='_(R(m,m')*(S"S))a(m) 
(11) "I=-_ 
The components of R(m,m' ) are just the finite cross- 
correlation of the sequences pk(n-m'N) and pk(n-mN), 
Note that as the summation limits in Eq. 12 are finite, It 
does not hold that R(m,m' ) are stationary correlation 
matrices with R(m,m')  = R(m -m' ). 
The components of R(m,m' ) are weighted through the 
Schur product by the Grammian of the stcering matrix, 
SHS. This proves to be a nice way of relating the global 
correlation among users with their temporal and spatial 
correlation, respectively. The global decorrclation can be 
quantified by the relative magnitude of the off-diagonal 
terms of the following matrices with respect to their 
diagonal terms, 
- 
R(m,m') = R(m,m')*(S"S) 
( 1 3 )  
As the global correlation matrices are built by Schur 
product of two other correlation matrices, global 
decorrelation will always be smaller than either temporal 
or spatial decorrelation. When any orf-diagonal term of 
either R or SHS is zero, that is, we have ful l  temporal 
decorrelation (orthogonal modulation sequences) or spatial 
decorrelation (orthogonal steering vectors), ful l  global 
decorrelation is assured. 
Note that although b(m' ) in Eq. 8 is a set of sufficient 
statistics, interfercnce from other users is still present in 
each component of b(m' ). The beamforming stage will 
not be capable of decoupling all uscrs for two reasons: 
first, the steering vectors are not necessarily orthogonal 
and second, there may be more sources than sensors. 
Therefore, some post-processing is necessary. 
On these grounds, we nced to invert thc system in Eq.11 
to obtain the desired sequence a(" ). Let us takc z- 
transforms in Eq.11 after lctting N' go to infinity, we then 
have, 
Where we have used this property of the finite cross- 
correlation matrices: N' -+ m = R(m.m' ) = R ( m m ' ) :  
The inversion of this system is called the decorrelation 
stage and is depicted in Figure 1. Under these conditions, 
the decorrelator can be viewed as a time-invariant, non- 
causal vectorial filter whose matrix transfer function is 
givcn straightlonvardly by, 
Note that the cyclostationary character of the signal is 
modified after the decimation stage, making it stationary. 
No inrormation is lost through decimation 11s the vectors 
Fcd into the decorrelation stage constitute a set of sufficient 
statistics. 
I t  can be shown that stability of, the vector filter is 
guaranteed whenever the matrix A(e-Jw) is strictly positive 
definite on the unit circle, 61 in [-n,+n]: No (positive) 
eigenvalue of A(e-Jw) can become zero. An equivalent 
condition is that no root of the determinant det&l(z-l) 
may be found on the unit circle. Evaluation of the 
covariance matrix of this estimator reveals that the 
elements along the diagonal of A ( C - J ~ ) ,  Akk(e-Jw). are 
precisely the power spcctra of the estimation noise of the 
k-th PN scqucnce. The aSSOC?atcd correlation function of 
thc estimation noise vector, na(n) is precisely the 
decorrelator's matrix transfer [unction, A(e-Jw). Therefore, 
thc variance of the estimation error of each particular 
symbol fulfils, 
1 ot = zJ-n (e-' )dw 
(16) 
3. SIMULATIONS 
In the simulations, a particular case of eight signals 
impinging on a two scnsor array has been considered. In 
Figure 3 wc have depicted the estimation noise power 
s p a "  at the output ofthe decorrelator A corresponding 
to one of thc signals for three cases: a one sensor array, a 
two-scnsor array and a one-sensor array with no other 
signals present (conventional matched filter). Note that the 
prescncc of other signals not orthogonal to the sequence of 
interest results in coloured estimation noise. The lowest 
covariance is obtained when all sequences are mutually 
orthogonal, then, no decorrelation is necessary and the 
estimation noise spectrum becomes white. 
In Figure 1 we have depicted a schematic diagram of the 
proposed system. A t  the input to the filter bank, the L 
input signals are combined according to the hcrmitian of 
the steering matrix S, as was derived in Eq. 9. 
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Figure 1 
Derived algorithm for signal separation 
Figurc 2 
Depiction of the DOAs of 8 users for Ihe given scenario. The 
DOAs arc represented as a phasor whose angle is the phase 
shift between sensors experimented by the corresponding 
user's wavefront impinging on the array. Thereforc. all DOAs 
appear as hollow dots on the unit circle. The angles 0 and II 
correspond to the broadside and endfire look directions of the 
array, respectively. Tho array beam gain with respect to the 
inter-sensor phase shift has been superimposed. with the 
maximum gain normali~cd to one and focused on uscr 1 .  The 
length of the intersection ol  the DOh lines with the arrsiy 
beam centered on the user of interest yields the scalar product 
of the rcspective sleering vectors, normalized to the numbcr 
of sensors (the distance between point A and the origin, for 
user 8j, the components of  the Grammian of the steering 
matrix S. It can be apprecititcd that when the array is focused 
on user 1. only user 2 has been reliably filtered out in the 
beaniforming stage. 
Figure 3: 
( 1  jpower spectrum of estimation noise for a one sensor may:  
Akk(e-jw), L=I (2) twice the power spectrum for a two-sensor 
array: 2Akk(e-JW) , L=2 (3)powcr spcctrum for a one sensor 
array in the presence of a single signal. 
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